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Workflows were created so that teams could run their 
builds in any way they choose. Workflows enable enormous 
customization, but there are also many decisions to be made:

Should you opt for sequential or parallel jobs? 

How should you handle testing across multiple languages? 

And should you set up any automatic actions if a test fails?
We wanted to showcase some of the many things workflows can do for you.  
But instead of just telling you how you could set your configuration up, we wanted to 
show you how real development teams (at companies like Facebook and Google) are 
using workflows right now to ship applications. So we combed through many of the 
projects using CircleCI 2.0 in their open source repos in order to give you access to 
the real config files these teams are using. If you see something that could be useful 
for your team, you’ll know exactly how it was set up.

This ebook contains examples and configs from 8 different open source projects,  
as well as some examples from our own repositories. Over the next chapters, we’ll  
be walking you through the various configurations of workflows and the reasons 
teams are using them.

We hope that these examples will help you get the most out of workflows in your  
own projects.

How should you use 
workflows?
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Workflows 
basics
For those who are new to workflows, 
let’s define some key terms:

Workflows
A set of rules defining how jobs (such as build, test, deploy) are run, 
giving teams granular control over their software development process

Alright, let’s check out some workflows!

Jobs
A collection of steps and an execution environment to run them in

Step
An executable command
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Artsy

See Artsy’s config.yml here.

This is an example of sequential workflow (though not purely sequential - they run 
their deploy_heroku and build jobs in parallel). Their workflow contains a simple 
build-test-deploy sequence wherein they deploy to staging before deploying to 
production. If you are interested in running your test(s) before building and deploying, 
or doing sequential deploys to staging and production, this is a great example of what 
that would look like. One benefit of running sequentially is that if you spot an issue 
when you deploy to staging, you can resolve that issue before going any further. Using 
sequential jobs, you get incremental feedback and can make changes at any stage.

Job 
orchestration
The first concept we want to explore is 
job orchestration, or, the decision to run 
your jobs either sequentially or in parallel. 
There are good reasons to do both, so 
let’s explore some examples.

https://github.com/artsy/force/blob/master/.circleci/config.yml
https://circleci.com/docs/2.0/parallelism-faster-jobs/
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Mapbox

See Mapbox’s config.yml here.

In this example, Mapbox is running tests across multiple jobs to get faster 
feedback. They are running integration tests, unit tests, and code lint tests at the 
same time to get feedback across their different test suites before they merge to 
master and deploy. This would be recommended to teams who want to optimize 
the total run time of their test suites by running all your tests from a single push. 
This is a great option for most teams.

FAQ

Is parallelization the same as 
fanning out?
If you’ve heard of the terms fan-in and 
fan-out, we’ve already covered what they 
do! In Mapbox’s example, they start their 
workflow with the prepare job, then 
fan out into their test suite which runs 
in parallel, then they fan back in to the 
deploy job.

What if my tests fail?
Regardless of whether you choose to run 
in parallel or sequentially, what do you do 
if you encounter a problem where one or 
more of your jobs fails? There are a few 
options:

Re-run from the beginning 
You can re-run your workflow from the 
beginning using the same commit to 
trigger a new workflow.

Re-run from failed 
If you think that you have a flaky test, or 
you have a job that didn’t deploy properly, 
you don’t have to re-run the whole 
workflow. Instead, just start from the 
jobs that failed.

Use job orchestration options to achieve 
faster feedback on what’s working and 
what’s failing so you can make changes 
quickly and keep on shipping.

https://github.com/mapbox/mapbox-gl-js/blob/master/circle.yml
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Multi-
executor 
workflows

What do we mean by multi-executor?
We sometimes refer to multi-platform support, meaning you have the flexibility to run 
your jobs on different platforms such as Linux or macOS. Workflows allows this same 
modularity to run different languages within the same workflow. Additionally, they 
allow you to select from multiple resource classes to suit your job.

What are resource classes?
Resource classes gives you the ability to configure your CPU and RAM for each job. 
This means you can choose the amount of power that you need. We’ve often heard 
from customers that memory constraints can cause their tests to fail or would 
cause their build process to become extremely slow or max out their RAM, causing a 
browser crash. With resource classes, you can elect a large container where you need 
one, and a small one where you don’t.
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Facebook React

See Facebook’s config.yml here.

Facebook React’s dashboard is an example of a workflow running jobs across 
multiple platforms. After checking out code, they are running tests on Android, iOS, 
tvOS, and running end-to-end tests. This helps the team to get feedback from different 
platforms at the same time. For context, in CircleCI 1.0, you had to run each of these 
as different builds, but now with the combination of workflows and enabling different 
platforms within the jobs, you can push once and test on multiple platforms. If your 
team is building applications that span across multiple platforms, this would be a 
good option for you.

Special note for  
Android developers: 
Facebook React is running their jobs 
on a larger machine size to account for 
the fact that Android development often 
comes with more memory requirements. 

https://circleci.com/docs/2.0/sample-config/
https://circleci.com/docs/2.0/api-job-trigger/
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Envoy Proxy

See Envoy Proxy’s config.yml here.

Envoy Proxy is another example of how a team can use multi-platform workflows to 
get feedback from different languages across different platforms. With a single push, 
they are testing across multiple platforms (macOS and Linux). They use large and 
small resource classes and test across different environments to see if things are 
working as expected across platforms. Using CircleCI resource classes, you can run 
on a large box and a small box simultaneously– because using a large box for all jobs 
is not always the smartest option. In this example, Envoy Proxy is using XL resources 
for all their Linux jobs, while one of their less compute-intensive jobs are using a small 
resource class. Using this multi-platform workflow, they can push once, and build on 
two platforms simultaneously, while also testing across all their jobs.

https://github.com/envoyproxy/envoy/tree/master/.circleci
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Flow 
control

What is filtering?
There are times when it’s not ideal to build your entire workflow on every push. For 
example, wanting to deploy only from a particular branch (i.e. master), or if you have a 
large monorepo and want to save time. One way to get around this is with filtering.

There are two types of filters that exist in workflows: filtering by branch and filtering 
by tag.

Branch and tag filtering are methods for controlling when a job should run. With 
filtering, you can deploy or run tests for the branches or tags that you define. 
That means you can set up a filter that says, “Run this job only when it meets this 
condition”. With filters, you can create rules and only run jobs based on those criteria. 
Those criteria can be defined under the job configuration itself. For example: if you 
want to deploy to production from your default branch, you can use filtering to filter all 
the other branches and keep them from running. You can create conditions and rules 
to run your deployment jobs from only the branches or tags that you choose.

Note: Branch and tag filters can operate on both a job-specific and a workflow-
specific level. We’ll explore workflow-level filtering in the next chapter, when 
we walk through how we build our Docker convenience images.

https://circleci.com/docs/2.0/workflows/#branch-level-job-execution
https://circleci.com/docs/2.0/workflows/#git-tag-job-execution
https://circleci.com/docs/2.0/workflows/#git-tag-job-execution
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Datadog

See DataDog’s config.yml here

You can think of a tag like a bookmark. Your git commit history is getting created 
in realtime, and you can place tags at key locations that you might want to come 
back to. DataDog is using tags to mark their releases, so both their team and their 
customers can keep track of versioned releases and release notes. Tags help keep an 
archive of things that are important.

In this example, they are using tags to run all of the jobs except their publish_master 
job, which runs only for their master branch. When they push, they push a git tag, 
and that triggers a workflow and its subsequent jobs. If the tag matches the pattern 
defined in the regular expression of that tag in the config, then the workflow and its 
subsequent jobs are executed.

https://github.com/DataDog/dd-trace-java/tree/master/.circleci
https://github.com/DataDog/dd-trace-java/releases
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Google Cloud

See Google Cloud’s config.yml here.

In this example, the team working on Google Cloud is doing a regular expression 
match on tags for all their jobs. When running a job, teams can not only define a 
branch-level filter, but also a tag-level filter. In the case of Google Cloud, they are using 
regular expression to match their tags: the tags that match that regular expression are 
the ones that are going to build. The jobs that don’t match those expressions will not 
build.

https://github.com/GoogleCloudPlatform/cloud-profiler-nodejs/tree/master/.circleci
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What are my scheduling 
options?
Sometimes, it’s helpful to have more say 
over not just how your jobs are running, 
but when. Workflows offers several ways 
to control when your jobs should, and 
should not, run. Scheduled workflows 
run at a pre-determined time, which can 
help you spread out non-urgent jobs, 
regularly recurring jobs, and resource-
intensive jobs at the most advantageous 
times for your team. Workflows also 
allows the use of manual approvals, 
which hold jobs from running until an 
approver gives the ok.

Aeternity

See Aeternity’s config.yml here.

Here, the Aeternity team is using the scheduling functionality to run workflows 
at different times for different branches. In this example, they are running their 
integration_deploy job at night while also running system tests at midnight. For 
jobs that you want to run at a particular time, and also long-running jobs, it can be a 
wise choice to schedule them to run when the workday is over, and you know you’ll 
have sufficient bandwidth. For example, if you had two containers and you were to run 
these jobs midday, your team might find themselves waiting on containers, and you 
never want your team waiting on machines.

https://circleci.com/docs/2.0/workflows/#scheduling-a-workflow
https://circleci.com/blog/manual-job-approval-and-scheduled-workflow-runs/
https://github.com/aeternity/epoch/blob/master/.circleci/config.yml
https://circleci.com/blog/mathematical-justification-for-not-letting-builds-queue/
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Azure

See Azure’s config.yml here.

The Azure team is running two different workflows: workflows for their PRs, and 
workflows for their master branch. In the workflow called build_and_test_PR, 
they are using manual approvals in order to gate the jobs which are running across 
different Kubernetes environments. In this way, they’re not running the jobs on each 
commit– only after manual approval. Once these jobs are approved, they’ll run across 
all their different Kubernetes environments. Using manual approvals can be good for 
long-running jobs or very resource-heavy jobs. Additionally, approvals can be handy 
when calling third party services or trying to protect compute. In these instances, you 
can set up your job so that an approver from the QA or product team needs to give the 
go-ahead.

https://github.com/Azure/acs-engine/blob/master/.circleci/config.yml
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How we use 
workflows at 
CircleCI
Most of our codebase is not open 
source, but our circleci-images 
repository is—and it’s a great example of 
what you can accomplish with the entire 
workflows toolset at your disposal.

What’s circleci-images?
We use circleci-images to build and deploy our Docker convenience images, which are 
used thousands of times every day.

With so many customers depending on these images, we’ve constructed an image-
building pipeline that is efficient and reliable, using features like fan-in/fan-out, jobs 
with different build environments, cron scheduling, branch-based filters, and multiple 
workflows.

Our config.yml file also makes extensive use of YAML anchors, and, as part of our 
deployment process, we incorporate multiple GitHub repositories besides the circleci-
images repo itself, and ultimately push images to separate staging and production 
organizations on Docker Hub.

Let’s dive in and explore how all these disparate parts come together: how does what 
starts as source code in the circleci-images repo end up as Docker images deployed 
to 17 different Docker Hub repositories, each with its own specific set of image 
variants?

And, more importantly, why did we build it this way?

https://github.com/circleci/circleci-images
https://github.com/circleci/circleci-images
https://circleci.com/docs/2.0/circleci-images
https://github.com/circleci/circleci-images/blob/master/.circleci/config.yml
https://circleci.com/blog/circleci-hacks-reuse-yaml-in-your-circleci-config-with-yaml/
https://hub.docker.com/r/ccistaging/
https://hub.docker.com/r/circleci
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The circleci-images 
journey
Following code on its path through a 
continuous integration and delivery 
pipeline typically starts with a single 
commit. However, with scheduled 
workflows, things aren’t always so 
simple. In that vein, our circleci-images 
config.yml starts by addressing two 
distinct use cases: 

1. Deploying nightly 

2. Build, test, deploy on every commit

Use Case 1: We want to build and deploy nightly images.

Why? Because building Docker images typically involved pulling in a lot of upstream 
dependencies, and our images are certainly no exception. We install a wide range of 
languages, frameworks, utilities, and applications in our Docker images depending 
on the image and variant, from common CLI tools like curl, git, and jq; to browser-
testing packages like Chromedriver or PhantomJS; to applications like Docker, Firefox, 
and Chrome. If there are new patches or stable releases of any of this software, we 
want to update our convenience images as quickly as possible, so we can deliver the 
safest, most stable platform for our users. Scheduled workflows makes this possible. 

Use Case 2: We want to build, test, and deploy images on every commit.

This is the more typical scenario: nightly builds are important, but so is getting 
immediate feedback on code changes.

To accommodate both these use cases, we use two distinct workflows in our  
config.yml: a nightly build_test_deploy workflow that runs every day at midnight 
UTC, but only on circleci-images’ master branch—

workflows:
  version: 2
  build_test_deploy:
    triggers:
      - schedule:
          cron: "0 0 * * *"
          filters:
            branches:
              only:

                - master

—and a regular commit workflow that handles our control flow for each new commit. 
With only a couple exceptions, however, these workflows run the same set of jobs, 
which is an important feature of multiple-workflow configurations: define a job once, 
and you can reuse it in as many workflows as you like, helping to keep your config.yml 
short and sweet.

https://circleci.com/docs/2.0/workflows/#scheduling-a-workflow
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Now that we’ve addressed our nightly workflow scenario, let’s move along with 
following a code change from commit to deploy. On a given commit, we run a couple 
of initial jobs to programmatically generate Dockerfiles for all the image variants we 
will be building, so if there are issues with the shell scripts and Make jobs responsible 
for that work, the workflow stops right there.

If everything goes well, we fan-out for our next set of jobs, which do the actual image-
building work. These jobs take advantage of our branch-based filtering feature, as 
we only want to build and push Docker images on commits to the staging or master 
branches. Again, we use YAML anchors here to avoid having to manually repeat the 
same workflows filters for job after job:

workflow_filters: &workflow_filters
  requires:
    - refresh_tools_cache
  filters:
    branches:
      only:
        - master
        - production
        - parallel

https://circleci.com/docs/2.0/workflows/#branch-level-job-execution
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Each image-building job looks more or less like this:

publish_image: &publish_image
    machine: true
    working_directory: ~/circleci-bundles
    steps:
      - checkout
      - run:
          name: Docker Login
          command: docker login -u $DOCKER_USER -p $DOCKER_PASS
      - run:
          name: Build and Publish Images
          command: |
            export COMPUTED_ORG=ccistaging
            if [[ "$CIRCLE_BRANCH" == "production" ]]
            then
              export COMPUTED_ORG=circleci
            fi
            export NEW_ORG=${NEW_ORG:-$COMPUTED_ORG}

            make -j $PLATFORM/publish_images`
      - store_artifacts:
          path: "."
          destination: circleci-bundles

This YAML anchor lets us reuse our image-building logic, simply passing in a different 
environment variable to specify which image we’re building in a particular job:

publish_node:
    <<: *publish_image
    environment:
      - PLATFORM: node
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Unlike a traditional fan-out/fan-in workflow, where one might fan out to run tests and 
fan back in for a discrete deployment job or set of jobs, our deployment logic here is 
executed within each individual image-building job (as handled via Make targets). 
Although we host our convenience images on Docker Hub, we build them on CircleCI—
we find it to be much faster than using Docker Hub to build every variant of every 
image.

As you can see with some of our more recently updated Docker Hub repositories—
take [circleci/golang](https://hub.docker.com/r/circleci/golang) as 
an example—we use Docker Hub to build only a single example image per repository, 
which gives us the integrated Dockerfile and README support provided by Docker 
Hub’s Automated Builds feature.

To build all these images, one could use either the Remote Docker Environment or the 
machine executor. If our image-building jobs had some specialized logic that required 
particular dependencies or frameworks or languages to be installed, or a particular 
set of commands to be run before building, then Remote Docker might be the best 
choice here, as it would allow us to use a Docker image as our primary build container 
and shell out to the Remote Docker Environment for Docker-related commands.

However, since these jobs consist entirely of Docker-related commands, it’s easier 
to just use the machine executor. This is a great illustration of the power of multi-
platform workflows—picking different build environments for each job offers you a 
high level of customization that results in a more streamlined, optimized build/test/
deploy process.

https://github.com/circleci/circleci-images/blob/master/shared/images/build.sh
https://github.com/circleci/circleci-images/blob/17e60c886fac4d2625419deea7e33e153a640679/Makefile#L22
https://hub.docker.com/r/circleci/golang/builds
https://hub.docker.com/r/circleci/golang/~/dockerfile/
https://docs.docker.com/docker-hub/builds
https://circleci.com/docs/2.0/building-docker-images/
https://circleci.com/docs/2.0/executor-types/#using-machine
https://circleci.com/docs/2.0/executor-types/
https://circleci.com/docs/2.0/executor-types/
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Want to dig deeper? 
Because all the repositories used as 
part of our convenience image-building 
process are open-source, you can see 
exactly how it all works:

•  circleci.com/gh/circleci/circleci-images see the repository building on CircleCI

•  github.com/circleci/circleci-images the source code on GitHub

•  github.com/circleci-public/circleci-dockerfiles houses the Dockerfiles for each 
variant of every convenience image we build

•  github.com/circleci-public/example-images master repository responsible for 
triggering all of our Docker Hub Automated Builds

•  hub.docker.com/r/circleci our Docker Hub production organization

•  hub.docker.com/r/ccistaging our Docker Hub staging organization (please don’t 
use these images in your projects!)

https://circleci.com/gh/circleci/circleci-images
https://github.com/circleci/circleci-images
https://github.com/circleci-public/circleci-dockerfiles
https://github.com/circleci-public/example-images
https://hub.docker.com/r/circleci
https://hub.docker.com/r/ccistaging
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Additional 
resources

Documentation
• For more information on workflows, explore our workflows docs.

• See example configs by feature, and sorted by language.

Videos

https://circleci.com/docs/2.0/workflows/
https://circleci.com/docs/2.0/examples/
https://youtu.be/FCiMD6Gq34M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=291&v=3V84yEz6HwA

